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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2023 Keystone RV Springdale 303BH, Keystone Springdale travel trailer 303BH
highlights: Private Bunkhouse Dual Entry Fireplace Do-More Dinette Outdoor
Kitchen Lots of space, a bunkhouse for the kids or your friends, an interior kitchen
and an outdoor kitchen for the chef in the family, two entry doors, and so much
more makes this Keystone Springdale travel trailer perfect for a larger family or
group of friends to enjoy. The perfect feature for those who love cooking and
dining outside is the outdoor kitchen. The second exterior entry makes accessing
the bath easy from the outside, and the private bunkhouse features a flip-up bunk
above a Fun Lounger, as well as another bunk above an entertainment center on
the opposite side. And in the private front bedroom, you can enjoy a bit of
seclusion from the rest of the trailer and get a great night's sleep. With any
Keystone Springdale travel trailer, you will have a friction hinge entry door with
sturdy MORryde StepAbove steps, a pass-through storage compartment for your
outdoor gear, and reliable Dexter E-Z Lube axles to maneuver your Springdale
down the road and into the campsites. Some of the Keystone Exclusives provide
12V color-coded wiring with easy-to-trace circuits which is better than
conventional RV wiring allowing a faster diagnosis for quicker repairs, and the
streamlined heat distribution that uses in-floor heat vents for more efficiency for
uninterrupted air flow. Also included, the Blade high performance air flow system
that delivers 30% more air flow. The interior gives you pressed kitchen
countertops, pleated night shades, and designer upholstered window valances for
easy care and style, and more!
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 287322
VIN Number: 4YDTSGP28P3102997
Condition: New
Length: 35
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 2

Item address , Huntley, Illinois, United States
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